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Introduction

52
Understanding streambed temperature dynamics is critical to deriving deeper insights into 53 stream ecology. Temperature is a fundamental biological variable and is a major control on 54 biogeochemical processes which underpin vital ecosystem services [1] .
Moreover, 
Methods
78
Deriving the heat transfer coefficient at low Reynolds numbers typical of streambeds
79
When the assumption of LTE is suspected to break down, the temperature of solid and fluid 80 phases have to be considered separately rather than as a single average temperature field. In this expressed as [17, 18] : sf a dp
Where, dp is defined as the average grain size of the porous media as would be obtained from a Table 1 ). In the analysis, Pe was varied by changing the pore water velocity (~0.01, . Natural heat convection due to buoyancy effects was neglected assuming 188 that the forced convection dominates the heat transfer process [17] . It is also noteworthy that,
189
for the range of Re investigated in this study, the thermal dispersion was negligible [19] .
190
Since most studies of groundwater-surface water interactions using heat as a tracer focus on diel assumed to be given by the following average of the solid and fluid phases:
In this bulk averaging, the fluid and solid phases are considered as parallel resistors allowing the 226 calculation of the overall energy flux through the system. The best fit correlation of equation (8) The correlation is shown against the data in Figure 1 (Fig. 3) , this is more than compensated by an increased heat transfer 284 coefficient (h sf ) at higher velocities which tends to increase equilibrium between phases, leading 285 to more equilibrium at higher Pe (Re) in the range considered here (This is summarised 286 conceptually in Fig. 7) .
287
It can be seen from Fig. 4 The relative errors in the PS derived velocity estimates (Fig. 4) have similar trends and greater 325 magnitudes compared to those derived using ARs especially at lower end of Pe. From Fig. 4d 
Conclusion
361
Despite a large body of literature describing the fundamentals of heat transfer in porous media,
362
the plethora of studies which have applied heat as a tracer in streambeds have, to our knowledge 363 without exception, assumed local thermal equilibrium between solid and fluid phases. However,
364
there is evidence from existing theory and empirical evidence that this assumption may not be 365 valid in many instances [22, 28] .
366
Here we have derived a correlation for the heat transfer coefficient at low Re using well known 367 experimental data (KSC) which is in good agreement with a physically based model (NGM).
368
Our analysis reveals that two main mechanisms control the degree of thermal equilibrium 369 between the solid and fluid phases in a typical streambed: the ratio of the conductive to 370 advective heat transport (described by the grain thermal Pe) and the heat transfer coefficient 371 which is related to the Re (Figure 7 ). These processes act against each other; higher advection 372 tends towards disequilibrium between phases while at high velocities this process is more than 373 outweighed by an increasing heat transfer coefficient which tends to move the system towards 374 equilibrium. Including these processes in a two-domain heat transport model we have shown 375 that the LTE assumption may break down at Re<0.01 for typical streambed thermal parameters. and models on which this study is based was for homogeneous media and diel temperature 388 signals, and it is to be expected that results will significantly differ for real field conditions; such 389 data are required to enable a more complete physical understanding of heat transport processes 390 in real streambeds to be derived. Figure 1 using DATAFIT software.
418
Results from project "LTNE"
Model Definition:
Nu/Pr^2 = a+b*Re^c
Where a= α/Pr 2). It results in the following system of equations for a two dimensional problem:
where i is the time step; T is the temperature vector;
....
T n T T T T =
; T is the nodal 440 temperature; subscripts s and f represent the solid and fluid phases respectively; ∆t represents 441 the time increment and the matrices are defined as:
where N T is the finite element shape function of temperature, V is the spatial area of an element 450 and χ is the variable. Table 1 . Physical data used in the study. 
